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Bruce preparing his P18 Cub for a flight

More Aeroneers fun in the sun photos
on page three.
Thanks Kevin for sending these through.

Andrew
Dittmer’s
electric
“Skyhawk
Jet” in full
flight !

Hanger 9 Tiger 30 85”wingspan [electric]
piloted by Ross Biggar
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Levin Model
Aeroplane Club
Special General
Meeting
Saturday 5 June
10am

PNA Fly Days — June 2021
Mon

Tue

Wed

Thu

Fri

Sat

Sun

1

2

3

4

5

6
2 m glider Comps
+ general flying

7
Mid week
flying

8

14

21

28

25 & 26
September
2021 John Selby
Memorial

9
Coffee
morning

10
Mid week
Reserve day

11

15
Mid week
flying

16
Coffee
morning

17
Mid week
Reserve day

18

22
Mid week
flying

23
Coffee
morning

24
Mid week
Reserve day

25

29
Mid week
flying

30
Coffee
morning

12

13
Vintage/Tomboy
Comps + general
flying

19

20
Radian Comps +
general flying

26

27
General flying

Vintage Events In Levin

Palmerston North Aeroneers, Fly Days 2021

Midweek flying is every Tuesday with the
reserve day being Thursday,
following
exceptions to this are:
Monday, June 7 - Queens Birthday,
becomes midweek flying day.
Monday, October 25 - Labour Day,
becomes midweek flying day.
Monday, Dec 27 - Christmas Day stat holiday observed, becomes midweek flying day
Our midweek flying policy has when stat
holiday are observed on a Monday or any
other day during the week this becomes
the midweek flying day, this allows those
members who are still
working the opportunity to have a fly
midweek.

COFFEE
MORNINGS
All Members of our club
and other
model flying clubs are most
welcome to enjoy a coffee
and chat
each
Wednesday 9.30am
Columbus Coffee
Café, Mitre 10,
Featherston Street,
Palmerston North.
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Maurice Job
It would seem that winter has arrived. I arrived at
the field this morning (Sunday) just in time to see
the brave few succumbing to commonsense and
going home, so I did the same. The new foam
padding for the starter stands can wait, but the
workshop is getting some action.

Recently Phil Pearpoint helped one of the residents
along Spur Rd with some errant sheep and when the
gent thanked him and noticed models in Phil’s car,
he also mentioned how the residents have noted
that our members are considerate on the narrow
road and keep our speeds down.

Planning is underway to utilize the area we have
been allocated for Te Manawa’s “Clubs Open Day” in
August. I will be approaching some members for
their models, and some time on our stand. It’s only
from 10am to 2pm, so not a huge commitment and
all support will be appreciated.

WELL DONE EVERYONE!

At the April meeting a proposal was voiced to offer
an incentive to attract new fliers. The idea has been
discussed by the committee and once we have some
firm proposal, it will be shared with the whole club.

Rod Watts “E-Flight Maule” cruising at altitude.

Once again, a reminder please to drive on the
metalled tracks in the field, I see some wheel marks
well off them in the grass; it may be smoother now,
but soon enough it will get boggy. The farm owner
has mentioned that the driveway occupies a
significant piece of the paddock, so we need to keep
our impact on the nearby grass to a minimum.
I am organising a club dinner for the end of July,
more info in the June Servo Chatter. Maurice.

Peter Vining’s electric small
“Puddle Duck”doing a slow pass over our landing
strip.

James Burnside passing over our
runway at high speed.
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Tama Randell
To quote a popular TV series, ‘Winter is coming’ and
it seems the weather man has other ideas than Sun
for the mid week flying. Just as well I can get out on
Sundays too, although last Sunday was blimmin cold
and windy. Still managed to get a couple of flights in
while everyone else stood there and basically froze
to the spot.
Dad seems to be having a good clean out of planes
and has managed to sell about 4 so far. Some good
bargains going up on facebook. Although this has
prompted the boss at home to ask me why I’m not
selling any of mine. ‘Yes dear’ only gets you so far…
Short and sweet this month.
See you at the field
CC

Colyton Field Reminders
There seems to be a little confusion as regards the road gate. It does not have to be closed for each vehicle, all the farmer asks is to ensure the last person leaving shuts it, unless of course there is stock in the
paddock by the road.
Many thanks to Mike for adapting the old frequency board stand to fit our defibrillator. The first person arriving at the field is requested to take it out of the clubhouse and place it outside the clubhouse or better
still at the entrance to the pitts.
Of course the last person leaving is asked to put it away!
As the ground gets softer over winter please drive into the field on the metal from the gate to the parking
area...even through its a bit hard to see at the moment.
Club Nights… Your committee asks to please support these nights, for example the 5 members who attended the evening at the hospital learning CPR and the use of our Defibrillator will be able to save your life,
should the sh.. hit your propeller. Can you say you can do that?
Phil Pearpoint.

The strength of the team is
each individual member.
The strength of each
member is the team.
Phil Jackson.

It’s better to have a great team
than a team of greats.
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Des Richards
It’s been a funny old month.
We have had some great flying days that some have
been able to take advantage of.
This is what our hobby is all about, flying and
comradeship with like minded people.
This month sees a very important Special General
Meeting for the Levin Club.
A committee needs to be elected for the next 12
months or the club will cease to operate in the eyes
of the Registrar of Incorporated Societies.
At least four, preferably five, people need to put
their hands up.
When a person stands for a specific role, notably
secretary or treasurer they need to have the skills to
carry out the tasks and not just the will to have a
go. All positions are important.

The Secretary and Treasurer need to produce the
documents that are required by law under both the
Incorporated Societies Act and the IRD legislation. If
not correctly done this can have harsh penalties.
A record of minutes of all meetings is a must and all
accounts need to be approved for payment before
money is spent.
Unfortunately this has not been the case in the past
few years.
Nominations close on 1 June 2021.
Please folks; let’s see some nominations before then.
Anyone with questions please contact me at levinmodelclub@gmail.com or on 022 108 3176.
Fly safe

From The Editors Desk
Linda Lambess, 42 Manga Pirau Street, Waikawa Beach,
Manakau 5573
lindalambess@gmail.com,
landline: 06 3626446. mobile: 021 2106139
Firstly I must apologize if I have forgotten to do something for someone. Attention to detail is important to
me. I tend to put reminders on my phone which was
reset to factory default settings.
This occurred when the Levin email address was
accessed, legally but not competently and both Ivan
and my phones were linked in to that Google account.
We lost all our photos, apps and a lot of personal data.
It was the culprits response which stunned us. The
culprits reaction is “OK, so I’ve accidentally locked your
phone (not helpful) umm , let me have another look at
that. Sorry again.” Another email—“deleting her
number wiped ALL her stored data unintentionally
(bugger!!) anyway nobody died. I’ve apologised to her
and Ivan.”
Words cannot begin to relate what this has done to us
- but it has emphasised something to us. When you
make a mistake, take ownership and genuinely
apologise. You never know what your mistake has cost

your victim.
I went out to the club last Sunday and have to admit it
was so pleasant watching the club work as clubs
should. There were experienced pilots happy to assist
others, there were gliders, scale, vintage, fun
machines and helicopters all flying. Looking at the
flight times of each machine 6—10 minutes seemed
average. A 10 minute wait time to participate seems a
luxury compared with a lot of sports where you are
waiting for a court to become available or having to
book an aircraft for full size flying. Good time to grab
that coffee, have a chat with your modelling friends.
Levin club members—please give some thought to the
upcoming special general meeting.
This is your
chance to do the housekeeping required and then the
club can run as you want—go and fly, enjoy a coffee
and chat.
Happy landings, Linda

Letters to the Editor
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I have heard that the Levin Club AGM was a shambles. From what I have heard some people were treated
badly and these people are the ones who have given a lot to the club over the last 12 months.
No one, a member or a visitor should ever be allowed to leave the club feeling that they are not welcome.
Any degree of abuse is not acceptable within a club, home, school or work place. Abuse comes in many
forms, and bullying is often worst than physical. I have spoken to the person concerned and she is at odds
as to why and deeply hurt by her treatment. What we do know that bully’s are cowards and not upfront.
I understand that your club is based on friendship, with few rules and regulations, however things seem to
be changing with objections towards other forms of flying than general aircraft. What has happened to respecting peoples differences? It appears that several club members what to fly helicopters and on 2 or 3
Saturdays a year, invite other helicopter enthusiasts from the Lower North Island to come for a fun fly.
Surely, these club members deserve the same courtesy as other events held over a weekend.
Linda, would you please include this letter in the next club newsletter. I know if is a matter you would prefer
to forget but there needs to be consideration to some peoples attitude before it gets out of hand. No club
needs animosity amongst its members. Fliers should be lucky they have access to the field 7 days a week as
many clubs no not have that luxury.
Remember be kind!
Signed - Volunteer supporter.
To the writer of this letter, thank you — I do appreciate the support shown to me at and since the agm. I
have helped Ivan with the secretary/treasurers job over the last 12 months. We work as a good team and I
appreciate his assistance putting out this newsletter as he appreciated my assistance establishing a website,
email and organising secretarial practices for the Levin Model Aeroplane Club.
I did leave the field feeling totally disrespected, bullied and bewildered as to why abuse me when I was
assisting take minutes of a club meeting. I am actually a qualified secretary with qualifications in running a
meeting. I have held secretarial roles and set up several clubs Many organisations hire a minute taker so
that the secretary can take the time to participate in the meeting and answer questions as required. Why
are my skills for preparing a barbecue, cleaning the clubhouse, taking photos, publishing a monthly newsletter acceptable, but not for taking minutes? Your objection had no substance. There were people at that
meeting who had major input but were not financial members. I respected their situation so not to
embarrass them or highlight your lack of research.
To the person who left me feeling like this - I am sorry that you feel the way you do, but please speak to
others as you would like to be spoken to. Your manner was not consistent with your club philosophy of
friendly and welcoming.
I agree with the writer of the above letter, lets be thankful for the wonderful facilities we enjoy. We have a
farmer who is prepared to share his property with model flying enthusiasts, surely we can on share his
goodwill with members who fly different disciplines. There is too much discrimination in the world today
without reducing it down to toy aircraft.
Thank you. Linda Lambess

To other letter writers—
I will keep editorial integrity and not publish these letters,
but thank you for your thoughts.
"Nice work as usual on servo chatter. Just to prove that I read it, I loved the quote about giving time and
don't make people regret it. This is so true and often people take these contributions for granted and don't
acknowledge peoples time and effort. The old lady joke was great too. Moral of the story: don't mess with
old people." Mike Bron

Have your say
Letters are always welcome, will be totally confidential if requested, and printed at editors discretion.
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Bob Burling Memorial Vintage Event
Report
The Bob Burling Memorial Vintage Event is a long
standing Levin Club event which is enjoying a
resurgence in interest. Held at Levin on 8 May, the
event was very well attended with 15 fliers recording
times and six clubs represented. There were also a
couple of sport fliers. Several supporters came along
to help their mates and a number of spectators came
specifically to watch the vintage events, some of
whom went away enthused to complete vintage
models to participate in the Levin events in the
future. And missing from the great turnout were a
few regular attendees! Numbers were bolstered by a
strong contingent who made the day trip down from
the Hawkes Bay. It was also great to see three
attendees flying at the Levin events for the first time
– Flemming Ravn and Bruce McKay from Palmerston
North Aeroneers, and Ross Brinsley from Hawkes
Bay.
These Vintage events are all about low key fun and
everyone seemed to enjoy their day.
After a lazy High had hung over the area for over a
week preceding the event, it was clear from the
forecasts that the calm weather would just hang on
long enough for Saturday and then deteriorate. All
flying was completed on the Saturday. That day the
Levin Club Holfuy weather station showed a peak
temperature of 21.5 degrees and a peak mean
windspeed of 7 km/hr. It was flat calm at the end of
the day when we locked up. Great weather for May!
By contrast Sunday had a peak mean windspeed of
19 km frequently gusting up around 38 km/hr with
light rain on and off all day. Just down the road at
Kapiti it bucketed down all day Sunday with some
minor surface flooding. Everyone had a good day
Saturday and the decision to cancel Sunday proved
to be the correct one.
There was a wide variety of vintage and classical
models on display with over 30 models counted!
Nine classes were flown, in part due to the excellent
teamwork of the Hawkes Bay club fliers and their
supporters getting through a large number of flights
in a very relaxed manner befitting Vintage flying.
Predominantly flying electric models also enabled

Thank you to Stew Cox
for this report and to
Ross Gray for the
photos.

rapid turnaround between flights by the Hawkes Bay
boys and others.
Vintage Precision was the most popular with 14
participants. Barrie Russell and Bryan Treloar made
the fly-off with a Stardust Special and a Red Zephr
respectively, Barrie winning only 5 seconds off a
perfect fly-off flight. Wayne Elley, Flemming Ravn
and Bruce McKay all flew very well missing just one
spot and took third, fourth and fifth in that order
with very close scores. Flemming was particularly
unlucky with his beautifully built Kloud King running
through the spot on his last flight. While the
fuselage was within 15 metres of the spot,
unfortunately the nose to which the spot distance is
measured was outside…..
In Duration, Barrie Russell stood out with his Vintage
E-Duration score. Barrie flew his Stardust Special
very well to max out and then made a fly-off flight of
over 7 minutes plus spot.
Stan Nicholas showed the way in Classical Precision
with an excellent score only one second off perfect.
This was a Hawkes Bay Night Train benefit – great to
see these beautiful elliptical tipped models of George
French’s 1968 World Champs FAI Power design
floating around the Levin sky.
Vintage ½ A Texaco is an endurance class flown with
Cox Babe Bee powered models to an 8 minute max
with spot landing. Stew Cox and Bryan Treloar both
had their standard Cox Babe Bees on song – Stew’s
shortest motor run was 7.30ish and best 7 minutes
45 seconds. Key to this class is using a large slow-fly
prop with just enough revs to enable the model to
slowly climb while extending the motor run to times
two to three times that which we got out of Cox
Babe Bees in our youth.
Brett Robinson put up an excellent time with his
Stardust in Vintage 1/2E Texaco including a 14 ½
minute flight. This event has no max and is all about
making the most efficient use of the limited battery
capacity.
Vintage E Rubber was fascinating viewing. Barrie
Russell flew his Voodoo making two very respectable
flights of 26 minutes and 16 ½ minutes to win
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narrowly over Stan Nicholas with his lightweight
Gollywock. Stan had a stunning second flight two
seconds shy of 33 minutes and his spot landing was
dead centre, a great way to finish the day before the
HB contingent headed back home.
Barrie Russell had an impressive day winning three
of the four classes he flew, two of them with
excellent fly-off scores.

be remembered for the great variety of vintage
models flown in perfect conditions in a leisurely low
key fun day.
Thanks to Ross Gray for the photos. Thanks also to
Linda and Ivan of the Levin Club for organising the
BBQ.
The final Vintage event for 2021 at Levin is the John
Selby Memorial on 25 September.

While there were some excellent scores, the day will
Results:

Vintage Precision
1. Barrie Russell
2. Bryan Treloar
3. Wayne Elley
4. Flemming Ravn
5. Bruce McKay
6. Stan Nicholas
7. Barry Hall
8. Stew Cox
9. Ross Brinsley
10. Terry Beaumont
11. Trevor Glogau
12. Stuart Hubbard
13. John Miller
14. John Ellison

Hawkes Bay
Ashhurst
Kapiti
PN Aeroneers
PN Aeroneers
Hawkes Bay
Wellington
Levin
Hawkes Bay
Kapiti
Wellington
Ashhurst
Kapiti
Kapiti

Stardust Special
Red Zephr
Miss America
Kloud King
Red Zephr
Stardust Special
Buzzard Bombshell
Brooklyn Dodger
Flying Quaker
Mercury
Corsaire
Quaker Flash
Buzzard Bombshell
Mercury

1940
1936
1936
1938
1936
1940
1940
1941
1936
1938
1945
1937
1940
1938

600 + 195
600 + 191
591
589
588
585
579
574
571
541
505
439
373
338

Hawkes Bay
Hawkes Bay
Hawkes Bay

Night Train
Night Train
Night Train

1968
1968
1968

599
572
542

Kapiti
Kapiti

Miss America
Playboy Senior

1936
1940

596
260

Hawkes Bay

Stardust Special

1940

960 + 461

Hawkes Bay
Hawkes Bay

Night Train
Night Train

1968
1968

817
755

Levin
Ashhurst

Playboy Senior
Rambler

1940
1939

1490
1466

Hawkes Bay

Stardust Special

1940

1576

Ashhurst

Lanzo Airborne

1938

1586

Hawkes Bay
Hawkes Bay

Voodoo
Gollywock

1949
1939

2588
2468

Classical Precision
1. Stan Nicholas
2. Barrie Russell
3. Brett Robinson

Vintage IC Duration
1. Wayne Elley
2. Terry Beaumont

Vintage E Duration
1. Barrie Russell

Classical E Duration
1. Brett Robinson
2. Stan Nicholas

Vintage 1/2A Texaco
1. Stew Cox
2. Bryan Treloar

Vintage ½E Texaco
1. Brett Robinson

Vintage Open Texaco
1. Bryan Treloar

Vintage E Rubber
1. Barrie Russell
2. Stan Nicholas
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Flemming Ravn (PN Aeroneers
flew an immaculate Kloud King
in Vintage Precision.

Brett Robinson launching Hawkes
Bay clubmate Stan Nicholas’s
lightweight Gollywock.

Stu Hubbard (Ashhurst) with his
Quaker Flash.

John Ellison’s (Kapiti) Mamselle
heads for the spot.

Bryan Treloar (Ashhurst) flew his
Cox powered Rambler.

John Miller (Kapiti) leans into his
landing of his twice sized Tomboy.

Congratulations
And Thank you

Wayne Ellery’s (Kapiti) 1936 Miss
America zeroing in on the spot.

Bruce McKay (PN Aeroneers) after
another good flight with his Red
Zephr in Vintage Precision.

Thanks to Stew and his team for
organising the event—like everything there is always a lot of
work going on behind the
scenes.
Many thanks to those who
supported the bbq, sorry Ivan
and I were not able to cook it.
Tony (a helicopter flyer) stepped
up to help but had an accident
and with a heavily bandaged
hand wasn’t allowed near food.
Thanks to the organisers who
turned into as chefs as well.
The bbq raised $37 for the Lifeflight Helicopter. Thanks guys.
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Ross Brinsley (Hawkes Bay) applies power
to his Flying Quaker.

Night Train climbing fast under Brett Robinson’s
(Hawkes Bay) capable control.

Barrie Russell (Hawkes Bay) hits the throttle
on his Stardust Special.

Terry Beaumont (Kapiti) prepares to let the
throttle out on his Mercury.

Bob Burling 2021 Group Photo
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Event held 9 May 2021
Results submitted by Philip Pearpoint
Only five vintage flyers showed up for our May
competition, some no doubt put off by the weather
forecast, but as so often happens at Colyton, the
weather is better there than elsewhere.
The wind was just too strong for Tomboy, so we
canned that and got straight on to Vintage. Although
the breeze was moderate at times, it was not gusty
and was very flyable.
The only incident was Bruce "CRASH" McKay landing
his model heavily on his second flight and tearing out
the bottom of the fuselage and landing gear. Tama
gave Bruce several metres of sticky tape and Bruce
Pilot

was able to complete his third flight.
Philip scored a rare win over Tama to lead this years
points to date, but Tama still leads by 10 points
when deducting the worst score is taken in to
account.
The weather has been good to us so far this year,
allowing all 4 scheduled competition to run. Lets
hope that continues, see you all on June 13th
Philip

Flight 1

Flight 2

Flight 3

Points

Position

Phil Pearpoint

3.06 +20

2.55 +20

2.55 +20

584

1st

Tama Randell

3.02 +20

3.03 +20

3.09

566

2nd

Bruce McKay

2.57 +20

3.05

2.52 +20

564

3rd

Greg Findon

3.11 +20

3.07 +20

3.15

547

4th

Peter Vining

3.03 +20

2.52

2.36

525

5th

Year to date

Points

Phil Pearpoint

2319

Tama Randell

2318

Peter Vining

2224

Bruce McKay

2161

Flemming Ravn

1628

Greg Findon

1626

Bruce Woodfield

1617

Brad Pearpoint

1134

James Burnside

728

Spotted in Levin
having a practice.
Flemming Ravn launching
his immaculate Kloud
King in Precision

Bruce McKay (PN
Aeroneers) with
his Red Zephr.

Thanks again Ross Gray for some awesome photos.

Mike mows the strip!

Weather was not looking good on Saturday 29th but
a group of keen enthusiasts met at the field and
several pilots enjoyed a fly, a coffee, muffin and had
a lot of laughs.
Matt even turned up with a small foamie plane which
he flew or at least endeavoured to control in the
gusty conditions.
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Mike enjoyed his time chopping the tops off the long
grass while Dave and Gavin each had several noneventful flies.
The group then went to the Ohau Café and enjoyed
a lunch before heading off home in their appropriate
directions.

Mike Bron and Gavin Rhodes arrive for some challenging flying.

Matt gets lots of advice and cheek
about bringing a foamie.

Colin Peard and Matt Jones discuss the
weather over a coffee.

The sun comes out as Gavin, Ivan
Huntley, Mike and Brian Stewart
discuss the pro and cons of
different helicopters.

Gliders, Helicopters, Sport and Vintage all take to the air in Levin.
Ivan hand launches a glider for Jack.
Jack and Ivan prepare for a flight.
Joe looks at the modifications Brian has made to his
glider.
Lawrence tunes his engine ready.
Joe returns with Skywalker from another successful
flight.
Brian checks his tomboy before Jack takes the
controls.
Jack, Brian and Ross display their gliders before
launching them into the grey skies.
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Event held 16 May 2021
Results submitted by Greg Findon

The Club Radian Competition was held on Sunday 16
May. Unfortunately I was in Gisborne so not able to
compete, my thanks to Bruce for co-ordinating the
competition.
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On the good side the group welcomed Mark Boyes, a
new Club member this year and first time in the Radian Competition, hope to see you at the next competition, scheduled for 20 June 2021.

The results show that again wasn’t the best weather
for gliding and landing, nobody made the 7 minute
time and only 2 gained landing points.
Overall
position

Competitor

Total
points

Pilot

Points

1

Philip Pearpoint

4205

Bruce McKay

1026

2

Bruce McKay

4094

Philip Pearpoint

933

3

Bruce Woodfield

4087

Mark Boyes

848

4

Greg Findon

2944

Bruce Woodfield

832

5

Len Ruby

1396

Len Ruby

278

6

Merv Matthews

1238

7

Mark Boyes

848

Next
Round

20 June

Phil prepares for the
winter weather.
30 May 2021

Thank you to the management team of the Levin club and welcome to the brand new team.
Joe you have always answered your phone and been there for club
members.
George - the club has had no accidents under your watch.
Ivan who was secretary-treasurer. He has set up internet banking, and along
with Linda, have improved the communication within the club creating a
website, established an email account, and we now have a newsletter
combined with the Palmerston North Aeroneers. Small but vital improvements to streamline the operation of the club.
Please welcome the new committee—they have put up their hand to keep
the field a happy and courteous place to fly.
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Event held 2 May 2021
Results submitted by Bruce Woodfield
A nice day presented itself and a light northerly
wafted across Modelport as five glider pilots chatted
to fill in time waiting for a more consistent
breeze.
Being only five of us I set up only one
bungee and one landing circle.
Height gain off the bungee was minimal with most
gliders just floating off the bungee at not much more
than half the altitude that a decent breeze would
provide, thus elapsed times were pathetic for the
first two rounds. Notwithstanding a gentle landing

one Spirit managed to fall into two pieces thus
preventing a third flight. Microscopic investigation
revealed balsa fatigue as the culprit. What little
breeze there was became lighter and variable in
direction, so a consensus favoured a delay to await a
more steady breeze. Those who waited were
rewarded with some nice patches of rising air.

Pilot

3 minutes

4 minutes

5 minutes

Score

Pilot

Year to
date

Flemming Ravn

2:47 50

4:51

4:20 50

782

Phil Pearpoint

1866

Peter Vining

1:47 50

2:18 50

5:06 50

689

Peter Vining

1835

Philip Pearpoint

2:00 50

1:57 50

5:01 50

686

Flemming Ravn

1821

Bruce Woodfield

1381

Bruce Woodfield

2:48

3:31 50

2:24 50

623

Wayne Bilham

1246

Bruce McKay

2:31 50

1:57 50

Dns

391

Greg Findon

864

Bruce Withell

600

Bruce McKay

391

Taken 24 March - looking a good day
at Colyton.
Great to see so much activity.
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A very pleasant and relaxing day
was spent during the month by
Members of our SIG group Boatineers at Hokowhitu Centennial
Lake beginning with an enjoyable
lunch and chat at the nearby Golf
Club.
Following that we moved across
the
road to set up our
Canterbury ‘J’ Class yachts on the
Lake.
The gentle Easterly breeze made
for easy sailing for our two new
members Bruce Withell and
David Leith using the yachts
belonging to three of our current
sailors, Kevin Burrows, Rod Watt
and Richie Manderson.
Both Bruce, who is currently
building
a
Canterbury
‘J’ Class Yacht and Dave who is
currently deciding whether to
build or buy a ready built model
enjoyed
their
afternoon
experience.
Kevin

Any Club members interested in our “Boatineers” SIG group and would
like to test out their Sailing skills are welcome to join us at the lake.
For more information please contact me, Kevin Burrows 027 4368696.
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Pilot

Year to
date

Flemming Ravn

201

Peter Vining

174

Terry Lawless

162

Bruce Woodfield

169

Philip Pearpoint

157

Greg Findon

97

Next
contest 9 June
weather
permitting

MFNZ Membership
Cards:
Some of you have already received membership cards
for this year but for the remainder of you, my
apologies for the delays in sending out the membership
cards.
MFNZ purchased a new card printer this year (the last
one was 8 years old), sadly, the new printer has
encountered a fatal fault and has had to be returned
to the supplier.
I'm hoping to have it back in a couple of weeks.
Paul Clegg

To all club members
and their families
celebrating a birthday,
or special occasion
this month
enjoy your special day.
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Lipo batteries
do catch

PNA
Club
Fuel

Remember
Safety Is
No
Accident.

Methanol
$2.75 litre
Nitro
$32.43 litre
Oil
$20 litre

Congratulations
To all club members who are celebrating
any milestone, wedding anniversary,
graduation, end of a long model build,
anything to be proud of -

congratulations.

TAKE
CARE
THIS
WINTER

Click on the links below for websites
and camera with
updates on events,
field conditions etc,

Aeroneers website
Levin website

Levin camera

Notes and reminders.
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Levin Webcam
Hits
31 May 2021

2021 Total
(as at the above date)

3 6 2 2
I see a beautiful red
sky.
Ivan sees, time to
charge the
batteries!!

Camera—Several people called Ivan to say there was something
wrong with the camera. Obviously a bird had sat on the camera
box and pooped. It just needed a clean.
Surely this is anyone’s job, not just the secretaries job nor even
the past secretary!

Decals of the Palmerston North Aeroneers Club Logo
Water slide transfer, Simple to apply, Long lasting.
Order from Flemming Ravn, ravnf@outlook.com

Thank you to those who mow the strip.
However to the person who locked the clubhouse on Saturday 22 May—please take a
good look at the photo and sort out what is
wrong!
Answer—the bolt is external and the door, although padlocked
opened immediately.
Please take care when locking up the clubhouse.
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Angle of Incidence
From an Atwood Aviation, YouTube video
Angle of incidence of the wing and horizontal stabiliser as related to each other, the fuselage, and flight
envelope.
I have seen many people test fly a plane and say ‘wow, she needed a lot of up trim, that bird sure is nose
heavy”. But was that plane really nose heavy? Or, was it just a case of the wing or stab incidence being
incorrect as related to each other or the fuselage?
All aircraft flight examples are with the plane in level flight with the known centre of gravity correct.

Here we have a plane travelling at its
targeted cruise speed. The planes
centre of gravity is correct and she
needs no trim to fly level.

Here we have the plane
travelling slow. The planes
centre of gravity is correct
and she needs a higher trim to
fly level. The slower the plane
flys the less the wings lift.

Here we have the plane
travelling fast. The planes
centre of gravity is correct
and she needs a negative
trim to fly level. The faster the
plane flys the more the wings
lift.

Angle of Incidence
Here we have a plane where the
wing incidence is high. The planes
centre of gravity is correct and she
needs negative trim so she won’t
climb. Many test flying this plane
may think it is tail heavy.

High wing incidence
Visually, one looking at this
plane in flight may be
wanting to get the nose up as
she looks as if she is diving.
And when you slow her down
on landing, you may end up
with a high angle of attack,
or you feel you can’t slow her
down. We take many visual
clues from what our planes
look like when in the air.

Here we have a plane where
the wing incidence is low. The
planes centre of gravity is
correct and she needs up trim
so she won’t dive. Many test
flying this plane may think it is
nose heavy.

Low wing incidence
Visually, this plane looks like it
is climbing. You may also get
the feeling when you slow her
down that she may stall.
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Angle of Incidence
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On my first tests flight of my Emmaselle 1919, I had the wings incidence to low, while in flight my spotter kept saying “get your nose down, she is going to stall”. In fact the plane was fine, but the fuse
made it look as if I had a very high angle of attack.

Here we have a plane where the
horizontal stabiliser incidence is
negative. The planes centre of
gravity is correct and she needs
negative trim so she won’t climb.
Many test flying this plane, may think
it is tail heavy.

Here we have a plane where
the horizontal stabiliser
incidence is high.
The planes centre of gravity is
correct and she needs up trim
so she won’t dive.

Many test flying this plane, may thing it is nose heavy.
Many builders will use the same incidence as the full scale aircraft and then wonder why the plane
is hard to trim out. I have noticed this a big deal on huge planes with light wing loads. A giant B29
with a very light wing load may need less wing incidence than the full scale plane.

Colin recently experienced blue smoke coming from his models electric engine. Presuming it was burning
out, he brought it around to Ivan for his thoughts. Over a coffee and close inspection they discovered that
Colin had been carrying at least one passenger!
A spider had made his home and built a nest in the safe confines of the wires. Nest and cremated spider
removed and engine no longer smokes!
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A beginners’ guide to R/C Helicopter Operation by Bob Agnew
Part 1
From Radio Control Models and Electronics, April 1973
MODEL helicopters are slowly
gathering popularity throughout the
world, but to many of us, the means
by which they fly and are controlled
are not easy to understand.
In these articles I will try to
explain, firstly, how they fly and are
controlled, what problems arise in
general and relate each to particular
systems.
A helicopter can be defined as an
aircraft deriving all its lift from
powered rotors rotating relative to the
fuselage, making it capable of
sustained hovering. Not only is lift
obtained from the rotors, but also
most of the control forces. Fig. 1
In order to simplify the explanation,
let us consider the rotors as a spinning
disc producing lift. When the disc is
rotating parallel to the ground the lift
vector (or force) will act vertically.
Depending on the size of this vector,
the machine will rise, descend or hover. If, when the
machine is hovering, the disc is tilted forwards, then
the vector will also be tilted forwards.
This vector can be thought of as being
made up of two forces, one vertical
and one horizontal. The vertical component keeps the machine in the air,
whilst the horizontal component
makes the machine move in the direction in which the disc is tilted, i.e.
forwards. If the disc is tilted in any
other direction the machine will tend
to move in that direction. This is how
the helicopter is able to move forwards, backwards, side-ways, etc.
Fig. 2
The action of the rotors spinning,
however, bring us up to our first
problem, the fuselage tries to rotate in
the opposite direction to the blades.
This is known as Torque Reaction
which can be overcome in several
ways: if two rotors are used they can
be made to rotate in opposite directions, if only one set of rotors are
used then a small variable pitch
propeller, spinning in a vertical plane,
is mounted on the end of a 'Tail
Boom'. The thrust from this tail rotor
produces a force which counteracts
the torque reaction. By varying the
pitch, the thrust can be altered,
enabling the machine to be held on
one heading or yawed about an axis
through the main rotor's centre. Fig. 3

We have dealt with the main
flying controls by considering the main
rotors as a disc - let us now think of
the rotor as it really is,
rotating
wings. The tip path of these wings is
often referred to as the
outside
edge of the rotor disc. How do you
alter the tip paths of the blades, i.e.
tilt the rotor disc? This is where the
fun really starts. Fig. 4
If we alter the angle of incidence of
the blades they will either rise or fall
depending on whether we
increase or decrease the angle. On a
helicopter we can change the pitch of
the rotor blades in two ways. The
incidence of all the blades can be
changed by the same amount at the
same time, this is known as collective
pitch change, or the incidence can be
changed as each blade passes a point
on the disc, known as cyclic pitch
change. Collective pitch controls the
overall lift of the rotor, whilst cyclic
pitch alters the angle of the rotor disc
to the horizontal. For example, the
blades high at the back of the disc and
low at the front would make the disc
tip forward. Here again we come up
against a problem. The effect of the
blades spinning round make them act
like a Gyroscope, that is, they follow
the laws of Gyroscopic precession
and react to a force 90 degrees later.
If we want to move forwards we must
tilt the disc forward. We do this by
increasing the lift on the side of the
disc, if the rotor is rotating anticlockwise then maximum lift will be
on the left side looking forwards.
The pitch changes are made possible in flight by means of a swash
plate. This is the gimballed unit
which allows the control forces from
the stationary fuselage to be transmitFig. 1: Lift vectors

ted to the rotating blades.
We have, so far, only considered the
effects of control actions when the
machine has been stationary relative
to the surrounding air. When the
machine starts to move in any direction, such as forwards, sideways or
backwards, there is another factor to
consider. The case of advancing and
retreating blades. The blade which is
travelling in the same direction fuselage, relative to the airstream, is
known as the advancing blade, the
opposite blade as the retreating
blade. Fig. 5
The effect of this is that the relative
speed of the air to the blade is the
speed of the blade plus the speed of
the machine on the advancing side,
and the speed of the blade minus the
speed of the machine on the retreating
side. This results in unequal lift. If
nothing is done to correct this the helicopter will try to roll over. There are
several ways by which this problem
can be overcome, but a common is to
use flapping hinges. These allow the
advancing blades to flap-up. As the
link from the swash plate isl the
swash plate, the flap-up of the blade
reduces the angle of incidence of the
blade, reducing the lift which blade
drop back down. The opposite occurs
on the retreating side. These hinges
are sometimes replaced by a single
hinge in the middle of a solid rotor
(two bladed systems only). When the
helicopter accelerates or decelerates
stresses are set up in the blades. These are sometimes overcome by using
another type of hinge called the leadlag hinge. This allows the blades to
move forward and backward in the
plane of rotation which reduces the
stresses.

Fig. 3
Torque reaction
And yaw control

Fig. 4
Result of
cyclic
pitch
change

Forward velocity
of 100MPH
causes slip
stream at
this speed
The next article will deal with autorotation, the three basic types of rotor systems and their relevance to models.
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Club information
Club Email: aeroneers@aeroneers.com
Club Flying Site: End of Spur Road West, Colyton.

Club Website: www.aeroneers.com
Club Facebook: Palmerston North Aeroneers

THE COMMITTEE

ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTIONS

President: Maurice Job
Phone 021670689. president@aeroneers.com

Treasurer: Greg Findon,
Phone 06 3561571. treasurer@aeroneers.com

Secretary: Tama Randell
Phone 027 2920363. secretary@aeroneers.com

Club Captain: Tama Randell,
Phone 027 2920363. Learn_to_fly@aeroneers.com

Committee:
Phil Pearpoint - Phone 06 323 9093
Len Ruby Bruce McKay
Peter Vining

Please pay any committee member or online to Westpac
Account 03 1522 0020708 00 Palmerston North Aeroneers.
Don’t forget to include your name in the details box.

Servo Chatter Editor and Website Updates:
Linda Lambess, Phone 06 3626446, 021 2106139
editor@aeroneers.com

Please email treasurer@aeroneers.com to advise Greg of
your payment.
The club needs to pay the Insurance fees to the NZMAA prior
to March 25 to ensure all club members are covered by the
MFNZ public liability insurance.

Levin Model Aeroplane Club

Club information

Club Email: levinmodelclub@gmail.com
Club Flying Site: Lutz Road, off Tararua Rd, RD1, Levin
Club Website: www.aeroneers.com

ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTIONS

THE COMMITTEE
President: Des Richards, Phone 022 108 3176.
Secretary—Treasurer: Peter Finn 0274372823
Safety Officer:
Servo Chatter Editor:
Linda Lambess, Phone 06 3626446, 021 2106139
levinmodelclub@gmail.com

Due March 2021

MFNZ

LMAC

Family

$100

$30.00

Senior

$95

30.00

Junior

$25

30.00

Please pay any committee member or online to
03 0667 0029143 000. Don’t forget to include your
name in the details box. Please email
levinmodelclub@gmail.com
to advise Ivan of your payment.

The views or ideas expressed in this publication are not necessarily those of the club executive or committee. Every care is
taken to ensure accuracy, but the club will not be responsible for the content of advertisements or any material contained therein. The editor reserves the right of publication.

